
Great value worktops 
and breakfast bars



TC30
Tandem Curved Edge 
30mm thickness

TC40
Tandem Curved Edge 
40mm thickness

Turn to page 22-23 to see available finishes Turn to page 24-25 to see available finishes
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Two simple steps to 
your perfect worktop

1.  Select your worktop from 
TC30, TC40 or TSQ40.

2.  Choose your décor. 
See the décor availability 
charts on pages 22-27.

  As easy as riding a bicycle: 
that’s Tandem!

TSQ40
Tandem Square Edge 
40mm thickness

Turn to page 26-27 to see available finishes
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LAVA SAND
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TC30
30mm Curved Edge
30mm thickness worktops and breakfast bars* together 

with upstands and splashbacks that wont break the budget.

Slimline
The 30mm thickness of TC30 is in tune with the current 

kitchen design trend for thinner worktops.

On trend
The leading edge of TC30 worktops and both long edges 

of TC30 breakfast bars* have classic, gently curved edges: 

which still look great!

Low cost
TC30 is the lowest cost range from the Tandem Collection.

Full availability information can be found on pages 22-23
*Breakfast bars are sometimes called island units or peninsula units. 
All these descriptions refer to the same product.
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TC40
40mm Curved Edge
40mm thickness worktops and breakfast bars* with solid colour, 

granite, marble, wood and patterned decors. All available with 

colour matched upstands and splashbacks at a great value price.

New Curved-Edge
TC40 has a modern, tightly curved profile for the leading edge 

of the worktops and both long edges of the breakfast bars*. 

These new curved edges give TC40 an almost square edge 

look, which is a very popular kitchen surface trend.

Solid look
The 40mm thickness of TC40 is still the most popular choice 

for kitchen worktops and breakfast bars*. The laminate 

wraps around the top and bottom surface of each TC40 

edge; this gives TC40 additional protection and looks great!

Décor choice
15 sophisticated solid colour, granite, marble, 

wood and patterned décors to choose from.

Full availability information can be found on pages 24-25
*Breakfast bars are sometimes called island units or peninsula units. 
All these descriptions refer to the same product.
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SNOW SPARK
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WILD WOOD
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TSQ40
40mm Square Edge
TSQ40 is the latest addition to the popular Tandem Collection. 

It is a range of 40mm thickness worktops and breakfast bars* with 

ultra-modern square laminate edges. Colour matched upstands 

and splashbacks are also available.

Square Edge
Square edges are a strong designer trend because of the demand 

for a solid and seamless look: which is what you get with TSQ40 

square edges.

Seamless look
The laminate décor for the surfaces of each TSQ40 worktop and 

breakfast bar* exactly matches their square laminate edges.

Great value
Despite being at the cutting edge of kitchen surface design, 

TSQ40 is offered at a truly affordable price, keeping to Tandem’s 

commitment to deliver great value for money to its customers.

Full availability information can be found on pages 26-27
*Breakfast bars are sometimes called island units or peninsula units. 
All these descriptions refer to the same product.
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Breakfast Bars* and 
Worktops
The extra width of breakfast bars* in the Tandem Collection gives 

you the room to prepare food and sit together with your family and 

friends to socialise and enjoy a meal.

The image on the right shows a TC40 breakfast bar* with a TC40 

worktop in the background. All the décors of TC30, TC40 and TSQ40 

are available as both breakfast bars* and worktops.

PLAN VIEWWorktops

Breakfast Bars

30mm or 40mm thickness.

30mm or 40mm thickness.

*Breakfast bars are sometimes called island units or peninsula units. 
All these descriptions refer to the same product.
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CYPRESS CINNAMON
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NATURAL BLOCKED BEECH
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Tandem Upstands
3000 x 100 x 18mm

Décor matching laminate upstands will add the finishing touch to 

your worktop and breakfast bar* installation. Not only do Tandem 

upstands look great, they protect your walls by providing an 

effective barrier to water and impact.

Easy to install and keep clean, upstands are also great value 

for money.

All the décors of the upstand range exactly match the décors of 

the complete Tandem Collection of worktops and breakfast bars*.

Full availability information can be found on pages 22-27
*Breakfast bars are sometimes called island units or peninsula units. 
All these descriptions refer to the same product.
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Tandem Splashbacks
3000 x 1200 x 8mm

Tandem splashbacks are a cost effective alternative to tiles, 

and they are so much more hygienic than the grouted joints 

of tiles: where germs can develop.

Just like Tandem upstands, Tandem splashbacks are 

produced using the same laminate décors that are used 

for Tandem worktops and breakfast bars, so you get a 

beautifully seamless look. Tandem laminate splashbacks will 

also hygienically protect your walls by providing an effective 

barrier to water and impact. 

And they are so easy to wipe clean!

A wide selection of splashback décors are available for the 

complete Tandem Collection of worktops and breakfast bars.

Full availability information can be found on pages 22-27
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BLACK SPARK
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WEATHERED CERAMIC
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Surface Finishes 
There’s something for everyone. 

In addition to the huge selection of solid colours, woods, granites, 

marbles and abstract patterns that the Tandem Collection can offer, 

there are 6 exciting laminate textures and other surface finishes. 

We have tried to describe them here, however there is no substitute 

for seeing and touching the real thing to fire the imagination.

*Quartz and Gloss surfaces are more prone to scratches than other worksurface finishes 
so please take additional care when handling and cleaning.

Please check our availability charts on pages 22-27 for each Tandem surface finish and texture.

Glaze
A stunning texture which combines 
variations of surface depth, gloss and 
matt with the underlying décor colours 
to create a striking contemporary finish.

Autumn Granite, Black Quarry 
Weathered Ceramic

Quartz*

A reflective surface, incorporating 
dazzling multi-coloured metallic 
elements which are freely distributed 
to give a unique finish and look.

Black Spark, White Spark

Gloss*

This highly reflective, luxurious gloss 
is one of our most popular finishes; 
however it does require a little more 
care and attention in order to retain 
its glamour.

Black Slate

Satin
Satin produces a semi-polished sheen 
to enhance the colours of the décors 
that use this attractive texture. It is also 
a hard wearing finish.

Black Slate, Black Labrador, 
Taurus Black, Granite

Matt
Matt is used with some of our 
stone and wood décors where the 
delicately textured surface helps to 
create the authentic look and feel of a 
natural surface.

Walnut, Walnut Butcher Block, 
Natural Block Beech, Blocked Oak, 
Grey Dust, Lava Sand, Taurus Beige, 
Grey Lightning Stone, Corinthian 
Marble, White, Pearl White, Patmos

Wood
A subtle variety of textures which 
follow the natural grain of real wood.

Brasero Wood, Wild Wood, 
Cypress Cinnamon, Colmar Oak
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Tandem Quality

Tandem surfaces are manufactured using the BS/EN 4965 standard; 

this gives you the best heat, water, abrasion and impact resistance. 

The BS/EN438 laminate surface is bonded to EN312/2003 E1 high 

density particle board whilst waterproof foil is bonded to the 

underside of each worktop and breakfast bar: this protects all 

Tandem worksurfaces from water penetration. TC30 and TC40 also 

have a polyurethane seal to protect their front edges from water. 

 ■ The rear edges of all Tandem worktop ranges are also 

waterproofed.

 ■ Gloss décors have a protective foil, which is removed during 

the installation process.

 ■ Each Tandem worktop and breakfast bar has a free of charge 

loose laminate edge for your installer to seal all edges cut on site.

 ■ The Tandem Collection has achieved the ultimate mark of 

quality – the FIRA Gold Award.

 ■ All Tandem surfaces are supplied with protective 

polythene wrapping. 

 ■ We offer a high quality delivery service guided by our BS EN 

ISO 9001:2008 management standard and OHSAS 18001:2007 

safety standard. 

PEFC/16-37-876PEFC/16-37-876 RS 25635 OHS 643469
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BRASERO WOOD
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CORINTHIAN MARBLE
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Tandem and the 
Environment

All timber products used in the production of Tandem worktops, 

breakfast bars, upstands and splashbacks come from well-

managed and sustainable forests, certified in accordance with 

the rules of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) or the Program 

for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).

The Tandem Collection has excellent product recycling properties.

The use of Tandem’s amazingly realistic wood, granite and 

marble effect décors means that it is completely unnecessary 

to cut down exotic species of real wood within our forests or 

disrupt the earth by mining for granite and marble.

PEFC/16-37-876PEFC/16-37-876
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Black Labrador (Satin)

Black Slate (Gloss)

Pearl White (Satin)

Black Slate (Satin)

Taurus Beige (Matt)Granite (Satin)

Patmos (Matt)

NEW

Grey Dust (Matt)Lava Sand (Matt)

NEW

Taurus Black (Satin)

TC30 Décor 
Collection
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These larger décor images will help your selection of Tandem worksurfaces by 
displaying the variation of colour and grain over a 3000mm length. Scale shown is 1:10

Colmar Oak (Wood)

Blocked Oak (Matt)

Walnut Butcher Block (Matt)

Natural Blocked Beech (Matt)

Cypress Cinnamon (Wood)
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Black Labrador Satin A ■ ■ ■

Black Slate Gloss B ■ ■ ■ ■

Black Slate Satin A ■ ■ ■ ■

Blocked Oak Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Colmar Oak Wood A ■ ■ ■ ■

Cypress Cinnamon Wood A ■ ■ ■ ■

Granite Satin A ■ ■ ■

Grey Dust Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Lava Sand Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Natural Blocked Beech Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Patmos Matt A ■ ■ ■

Pearl White Satin A ■ ■ ■

Taurus Beige Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Taurus Black Satin A ■ ■ ■ ■

Walnut Butcher Block Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

TC30 Availability Chart

Please note: we have price groups A and B where A is the lowest price and 
B is the highest price due to different levels of décor and texture sophistication.



Tandem TC30
With a selection of 15 décors to choose from, Tandem 

TC30 gives you all the design options you should need.

Add to that the modern slim look of this curved edge 

30mm thickness range and a remarkably low purchasing 

cost. Tandem TC30 is a winner!

Sizes, décor choice and all other details can be found on 

the availability chart.

BLOCKED OAK
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Black Slate (Gloss)

Grey Dust (Matt)

Snow Spark (Quartz)

Black Slate (Satin)

Black Spark (Quartz)

White (Matt)Taurus Beige (Matt)

TC40 Décor 
Collection

Black Quarry (Glaze)

NEW

Lava Sand (Matt)

NEW

NEW
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These larger décor images will help your selection of Tandem worksurfaces by 
displaying the variation of colour and grain over a 3000mm length. Scale shown is 1:10

Grey Lightning Stone (Matt)

NEW

Colmar Oak (Wood)

Blocked Oak (Matt)

Walnut Butcher Block (Matt)

Natural Blocked Beech (Matt)

Cypress Cinnamon (Wood)



TC40 Availability Chart
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Black Quarry Glaze A ■ ■ ■ ■

Black Slate Gloss B ■ ■ ■ ■

Black Slate Satin A ■ ■ ■ ■

Black Spark Quartz B ■ ■ ■ ■

Blocked Oak Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Colmar Oak Wood A ■ ■ ■ ■

Cypress Cinnamon Wood A ■ ■ ■ ■

Grey Dust Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Grey Lightning Stone Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Lava Sand Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Natural Blocked Beech Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Snow Spark Quartz B ■ ■ ■ ■

Taurus Beige Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Walnut Butcher Block Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

White Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Please note: we have price groups A and B where A is the lowest price and 
B is the highest price due to different levels of décor and texture sophistication.



Tandem TC40
Tandem TC40 gives you 15 great décors with wood, 

marble and granite effects plus solid colours, offering a 

comprehensive choice to suit everyone.

Tandem TC40 is now offered with a modern, tightly 

radiussed curved edge to complete the look. We think 

of Tandem as a great value worktop and breakfast bar 

range - and stylishly leading the way with great décors! 

Sizes, décor choice and all other details can be found on 

the availability chart.

GREY LIGHTNING STONE
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Snow Spark (Quartz)Black Spark (Quartz)

TSQ40 Décor 
Collection

Weathered Ceramic (Glaze)

NEW

NEWNEW

Corinthian Marble (Matt)

NEW
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These larger décor images will help your selection of Tandem worksurfaces by 
displaying the variation of colour and grain over a 3000mm length. Scale shown is 1:10

Brasero Wood (Wood)

NEW

Walnut (Matt)

NEW

Wild Wood (Wood)

NEW

NEW

Autumn Granite (Glaze)
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Autumn Granite Glaze A ■ ■ ■ ■

Black Spark Quartz B ■ ■ ■ ■

Brasero Wood Wood A ■ ■ ■ ■

Corinthian Marble Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Snow Spark Quartz B ■ ■ ■ ■

Walnut Matt A ■ ■ ■ ■

Weathered Ceramic Glaze A ■ ■ ■ ■

Wild Wood Wood A ■ ■ ■ ■

TSQ40 Availability Chart

Please note: we have price groups A and B where A is the lowest price and 
B is the highest price due to different levels of décor and texture sophistication.



Tandem TSQ40
Tandem TSQ40 is an ultra-modern 40mm square edge 

worktop and breakfast bar range; but still at a low 

Tandem price. 

The addition of square edge finishes to the Tandem 

Collection brings to you all the seamless style and flair of 

a square edge surface within an affordable budget.

Sizes, décor choice and all other details can be found 

on the availability chart.

WILD WOOD
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www.tandemworktops.co.uk
Telephone: 0121 561 4245

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent the colours 

and textures, we are unable to guarantee an exact match due to the 

limitations of the brochure printing process. E&OE. We reserve the right 

to amend specifications of products without notice. 

All dimensions are nominal.

PEFC/16-37-876PEFC/16-37-876 RS 25635 OHS 643469


